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PREFACE TO 2ND EDITION

Christian education has been a major part of a church’s ministry for 
two thousand years, and particularly during the twentieth century, 

when it was led by ministers of education in many churches. However, 
it has experienced a significant change for the last few decades.

Biblical backgrounds for Christian education trace back to Abraham’s 
days. When God called Abraham and made a covenant with him in 
Genesis 12, informal religious education began. Children learned how 
to relate to God by observing parents and rituals. The covenant that 
was extended to Abraham’s descendants was written down by Moses 
at Mount Sinai, and was ratified in the Promised Land, where parents, 
priests, and prophets played significant roles in religious education. 
During Babylonian captivity, synagogues were established as the cen-
ter of Jewish education. Rabbis served as educators in the synagogues, 
teaching the Mosaic law.

In the first century, Jesus, the master teacher, laid the foundation for 
Christian education. Education was one of the most important aspects of 
Jesus’s life and ministry, and an essential part of the Great Commission 
(Matt 28:19–20). Paul and other disciples left written stories and teach-
ing to be circulated and used for education. Throughout centuries after-
ward, followers of Jesus Christ have been nurtured through Christian 
education by knowledgeable and skilled leaders.

As the Sunday school movement that began in the nineteenth cen-
tury grew in the twentieth century, the educational ministry of a church 
multiplied, which required effective planning, organizing, leading, and 
controlling. Trained ministers of education took the helm of Christian 
education in churches. The arrangement served Baptist churches well.
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Due to a variety of changes in churches and society, the title of the 
minister of education has become diversified. However, the basic facts 
associated with the nomenclature remain the same. The why, what, who, 
and how of the educational ministry of a church remain basically the 
same. Still, I feel it is necessary to produce an up-to-date version of The 
Educational Ministry of a Church, which was first written by Charles A. 
Tidwell in 1982, because a number of facts and data have changed.

It is my honor to have led the project to update the book. This proj-
ect was not meant to be a simple update in bibliography. It was to sum-
marize changes in the field of Christian education since the revision of 
the book in 1996 and introduce the next generation of church leaders to 
alternative ways of educational administration.

I appreciate the highly qualified writers who have participated in the 
project. All of them are Southern Baptist-seminary trained in Christian 
education and have made practical contributions to the field as profes-
sors, pastors, and/or ministers of education.

Many thanks go to Dr. Steve Mullen, director of theological educa-
tion at the Baptist General Convention of Texas. As dean of the Mary 
C. Crowley College of Christian Faith at Dallas Baptist University, he 
was very supportive of the project from the beginning and contributed 
chapter 11, “Pastoral Role in Education.”

I am very grateful for Dr. Tidwell who not only wrote the book 
but also taught me at Southwestern Seminary. I owe him much of my 
knowledge in the educational ministry of a church. I went back again 
and again to what I learned from him while serving as minister of edu-
cation at Berendo Street Baptist Church in Los Angeles, California, in 
the early 1990s, and while teaching Christian education since 1995 at 
Southwestern Seminary and Dallas Baptist University.

Finally, I would be remiss if I did not make mention of the vital 
role the partners of Jura International have played in this project. Their 
desire is that more books like this will be published to help train many 
workers for the body of Christ wherever they may serve. The Jura part-
ners’ prayerful support will not be forgotten.

J. Jonathan Kim, Associate Dean
Professor of Christian Education

Mary C. Crowley College of Christian Faith
Dallas Baptist University, Dallas, Texas
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ORIGINAL PREFACE

Changepace! That’s a new word this author has created for the ever-
increasing pace of change. And there seems to be no end to it. 

There must not be an end to it as long as most of the changes represent 
genuine progress—residual gain, with positive residue after the smoke 
of action clears.

The educational ministries of churches change. Thank goodness 
for the improvements! The reader must judge the extent and the value 
(positive or negative) of changes such as these:

• More focus on the learner in the teacher-learner setting
• Less training for learning leaders-teachers in actual teaching skills
• More support-group types of short-term learning experiences
• More special events and “happening” scheduling
• More undated curriculum materials
• More flexible and temporary organizations for education
• More difficulties for continuing, cyclical curriculum
• More focus on ministries, less on “programs”
• More problems maintaining continuing organizations
• More worker enlistment for short terms
• Less per capita financial support for ministries as a percentage 

of total buying power of income
• Less knowledge of basic Christian doctrines
• More confrontational, mutually excluding behaviors
• More efforts to lead by leadership teams
• More new leadership terms and organizational names
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Are these enough changes to require revising this textbook on 
administering the educational ministry of a church? I think so! Does 
this revision offer solutions to all the implications of the above list? I 
doubt it! And there are many other indicators of change not yet men-
tioned. I address several of the areas of significant changes in this 
revised edition. I hope that the suggestions will portend improvement 
for all who attempt to apply them in the various ministries of education 
in churches. This textbook is also designed to meet the needs of colleges 
and extension programs. Further, I also want to help church leaders—
pastors, ministers of education, other church staff personnel, and lay 
leaders—understand this vital area of a church’s ministry. Indications 
from the previous edition encourage me to believe that my hopes have 
been realized. Hence comes this revised edition.

There are some limits intentionally placed on this volume. No 
attempt is made to present a complete philosophic rationale for the 
educational ministry of a church. Our approach is intentionally more 
general. In part 1, “Necessity,” the focus is on biblical examples and 
commands that a church educate; the historical affirmation of the place 
and value of education in the church; the needs of persons for religious 
education; the imperative—growing out of its nature and mission—that 
a church educate; and the conditions and trends of our world which 
demand that a church educate.

Part 2, “Basic Components,” presents several components of educa-
tional ministry that almost all churches assume to be basic: Bible teach-
ing and learning; discipleship training; mission education and action; 
music education and performance; and ministries of enrichment and 
support.

I hope that this presentation will be taken as a model, though not 
an exclusive design within which the author conceives that all valid 
educational ministries must operate. The bias is explained simply: the 
author has been a Southern Baptist from childhood, and has been edu-
cated and has had experience in the practice and teaching offered by 
Southern Baptist churches and schools. Even so, not all these churches 
and schools follow the model exactly.

Part 3, “Leadership Personnel,” identifies the roles of educational 
leaders in a church: the pastor, the minister of education, other staff 
leaders, and volunteer leaders in the educational ministry of a church. 
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Leadership through group processes is advocated as vocational minis-
ters and others work together to lead a church in its educational min-
istry. Definitions of various leadership theories are intentionally not 
extensive, but are left to further study by the reader.

Part 4, “How Leaders Lead,” has a functional, practical emphasis. 
The major concerns are planning and organizing to meet needs; dis-
covering, recruiting, and training workers; providing resources; and 
implementing and evaluating. For some, these processes are the sum 
of administration. One of the secondary hopes is that persons will 
come to see that, as vital as the how-to processes are to administration, 
they are necessarily associated with “what-to,” “why-to,” and “who-to.” 
(“When-to” and “where-to” would complete the scope of administrative 
concerns, but even these items must be left for other times and places.)

Educational administration is far more than doing what some indi-
vidual or group predetermines. Vital to both the educational and the 
administrative aspects of the term is participation with genuine mean-
ing in all levels of leadership activity by all who need to be included. 
Such an approach to leadership in the church’s educational ministry is 
part of the ministry itself.

Finally, I feel compelled to say to one and all that whatever help 
might be found within these pages, plus whatever supplementary knowl-
edge and skills one might acquire from other sources and experiences, 
are but a “sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal” without a generous and 
authentic measure of the 1 Corinthians 13 concept of love. This is “the 
main thing” without which any and all other “main things” are empty. 
May all of God’s children both experience and transmit this love!

Charles A. Tidwell
Fort Worth, Texas

This preface by Dr. Tidwell was published in the revised and expanded 
1996 edition of this book and is printed here without modification.
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Part 1 Necessity

The educational ministry of a church is necessary. It belongs to the 
very nature or essence of a church. Indeed, the educational min-

istry is so necessary that its removal would jeopardize the church itself.
How can we justify referring to the educational ministry as being 

essential to a church? The remainder of this book is based on this prem-
ise. A beginning perspective is important at this point. No more than a 
beginning is possible, for there are many volumes on each dimension 
herein introduced: education, ministry, church.

What is education? What is ministry? What is church? These are 
old words. They represent basic ideas whose inherent characters might 
not have changed, but whose forms and methods have changed, and 
the descriptions of which have changed even more frequently. What do 
these words mean? What do we mean when we use them?

Education is the act or process of developing and cultivating men-
tally or morally. It is preparing one for a calling by systematic instruc-
tion. It is teaching, training, discipling, or forming. It is the disciplining 
of mind or character. It is a science dealing with the principles and 
practices of teaching and learning. Some trace it to the Latin infinitive 
educare, “to bring up (a child), to train, to nourish.” Some relate it to 
the Latin infinitive ducere, “to lead,” which, when accompanied by the 
prefix e, means “to lead out.” There are elements of both origins in our 
use of the word. In the context of the educational ministry of a church, 
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education is not mental or moral, but mental and moral; it is not mind 
or character, but mind and character. It is bringing up, training, nourish-
ing, and leading out. It includes knowledge of facts—cognitive learn-
ing. It includes attitudes, how we feel about things—affective learning. 
Somewhere beyond the cognitive and the affective there is wisdom—
that capacity to assess facts and feelings, and to respond in the best way 
for the long term. The response of wisdom might appear unrelated to 
the facts or feelings apparent to others.

One can be considered educated only when measured by an 
accepted standard. Most standards are finite. The only infinite stan-
dard is God himself. The inference we draw from this concept regarding 
education is that it is partial and incomplete, short of measuring up to 
God. In the context of the educational ministry of a church, we must 
see education as a lifelong enterprise, completed only when we attain 
“the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ” (Eph 4:13 ESV).

Education occurs by way of experiences, some direct and some 
indirect with regard to the involvement of the sensory systems. Some 
educational experiences can be accounted for only as revelations (see 
Gal 1:12 and Matt 16:17). Education that is Christian might occur in 
any of these ways. Typically, education occurs through what one sees, 
hears, touches, smells, and/or tastes. Such experiences might be either 
planned or unplanned (even accidental!). In speaking of an educational 
ministry of a church, we usually have in mind the experiences we intend 
or plan to occur. These intended or planned experiences we call the cur-
riculum. In truth, a great deal of education occurs through experiences 
that are neither intended nor planned to be primarily educational. This 
education occurs as we live, strive, and love together. A church would 
do well to make the most of the laboratory of life to bring about more 
desirable educational experiences.

Ministry is the act of doing things needful or helpful. From a 
Christian perspective, ministry has a connotation of service rendered, 
labor or duty performed for the benefit of another. In biblical times 
the services rendered were often associated with labor or duty done 
by a person of servant or even slave status. Jesus did many lowly acts 
of service, as though he were a servant. Christian ministry, however, is 
not limited to that which is menial. There are things to be done that are 
needful or helpful and that are not lowly. There are very demanding and 
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complex tasks that some must perform. Ministry is ministry because of 
the helpfulness of that which is done, without regard for who does it or 
for where the task ranks in terms of status. It comes out of love.

In the context of the educational ministry of a church, ministry is that 
which is done to advance the educational intentions of those who com-
prise a church. This leads us to look briefly at the definition of a church.

A church is a body of persons who have become children of God by 
receiving Jesus Christ, by believing in his name, and who have volun-
tarily joined themselves together to share the fellowship of his love and 
carry out his will in the world. Loving obedience to him as we live our 
lives together is a primary focus of a church.

Essential to the life of the church body, are the functions of wor-
ship, proclamation and witness, nurture and education, and ministry. 
These are the natural, essential, and characteristic actions of a church. 
These are vital to the life of a church. To whatever extent a church fails 
to perform these characteristic actions, to that extent the vitality of a 
church is threatened. Conversely, a church that faithfully and obedi-
ently performs these functions is reflecting the life—his life—which is 
in the body.

Why a church must educate is the concern of part 1. Our objective 
is to help persons gain increased understanding of the necessity of the 
educational ministry of a church. We will review the biblical example 
and command that a church educate, survey the historical affirmation 
of the place and value of education in the church, consider the needs of 
persons for Christian education, reflect on the nature and mission of a 
church that require that it educate, and describe conditions and trends 
in our world that demand that a church educate.
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Chapter 1

Biblical Precedent
Charles A. Tidwell

The Bible is the basic book for the educational ministry of a church. 
Biblical truth in all its rightful expressions in text and in life has 

been the content of religious education from the earliest days of the 
faith. This was true in the time of the lawgiver Moses. It continued to 
be true through the centuries of the Old Testament era and the New 
Testament period.

Church leaders in education of any time must know something 
of the powerful precedent the Bible reveals regarding the necessity of 
teaching and learning. Those who accept the authority of the Bible as 
the guide for faith and practice cannot justify ambiguity; education is a 
primary function of a church.

Christian educators must avoid the inclination to think of their min-
istry as educational rather than biblical and theological. Good method-
ology is vital, but it cannot make up for shallowness or for inaccuracies 
in dealing with the truths of the gospel. Christian educators must know 
good methodology and good biblical theology and find ways to bring 
these together effectively in the lives of learners.
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Pastors must not fall prey to the misconception that they can ful-
fill the responsibilities of ministry without emphasizing education— 
teaching and learning. Even those who have other ministers or laypersons 
responsible for giving specialized leadership to the educational ministry 
of a church must not relinquish their responsibility of being pastor to 
the educational ministry. With or without others to help carry the load 
of leadership in education, the pastor must be the primary educator in 
a church. Fortunate is the pastor who can count on others to share the 
leadership; unwise and incomplete is the ministry of any pastor who 
forfeits this leadership responsibility.

James D. Smart aptly characterizes the all-too-frequent plight and 
response of the pastor:

Under heavy pressure, if any duty has to be dropped or left 
with scant attention, it is the educational one. When asked why 
they do not have classes for the training of teachers, ministers 
invariably answer that there is no time for them. They would not 
excuse themselves from preaching or .!.!. from any of the other 
essential functions of their ministry with a plea of “no time.” Yet 
here they do so without any qualms, for to them the educational 
function is not essential to their ministry. Many theological 
seminaries in their curriculums mirror this defective concep-
tion of the ministry. They are organized for the training of a 
 ministry that will be almost exclusively homiletic and past oral 
and in which education is not expected to have much place.1

The following sketch of the biblical precedent does not claim to be 
complete. This overview, however, will show that the educational minis-
try of a church is essential.

Education in Old Testament Times
The Bible is its own strongest advocate of education in the faith and life 
of God’s people. In the earliest section of the Bible, the Law steadily 
repeats God’s command that Israel teach the Law. The Law was con-
sidered to be God’s voice to men. One passage, Deut 6:4–9 (called the 

1 James D. Smart, The Teaching Ministry of the Church (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1954), 13.
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“Shema”), “has embedded itself in Jewish consciousness more deeply, 
perhaps, than any Constitution or similar document has ever been 
woven into the mind of any Gentile people.”2

Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. Love the 
Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and 
with all your strength. These commandments that I give you 
today are to be upon your hearts. Impress them on your chil-
dren. Talk about them when you sit at home and when you walk 
along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie 
them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your fore-
heads. Write them on the doorframes of your houses and on 
your gates. (Deut 6:4–9)

The Law and history were the main subject matter of Hebrew edu-
cation. The Law was the foundation of the written Torah. Together with 
the Prophets (which included history books as well as the prophets) and 
with the Hagiographa, or Holy Writings (which included such books 
as Psalms, Proverbs, and Job), the Hebrew Scriptures were complete. 
In addition to the written Torah was the body of oral interpretation of 
the legal portions, especially of the Pentateuch, which was called the 
“Mishnah.” The importance of the Torah and its teaching came to be 
equated with life (Prov 13:24).

History, along with law, was essential in the teachings of Israel. 
History showed how God works among men. “The Hebrew was pro-
foundly convinced of God’s leading in the past. One of his gravest fears 
was that a generation might forget God’s hand in the past, and thus 
become incapable of seeing that same hand in one’s own day.”3 (See 
Deut 4:9–10 and Exod 10:2.) Historical events were told and retold to 
the point that brief references in a discourse could enable a listener to 
recall whole sets of facts and events.

Education in the Old Testament developed along with the life expe-
riences of the nation of Israel. It is helpful to examine the education of 
this era in the periods before and after the Babylonian Exile, which fol-
lowed the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BC.

2 Lewis Joseph Sherrill, The Rise of Christian Education (New York: 
Macmillan, 1944), 21.

3 Sherrill, 21.
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!e Pre-Exilic Period
Before the Exile, “Education took place in the midst of living. The fam-
ily was the chief educational institution. The teachers of first impor-
tance were parents, prophets, priests, sages, and poets.”4 Education was 
not lifted out or segregated from the other major sectors of life. It was so 
intricately interwoven with life that to fail in teaching and learning was 
to fail in life itself.

Parents. Parents had the major responsibility. In the context of the family, 
they were directed to be the principal teachers. “Fathers and mothers 
were enjoined in the most impressive manner to teach the history, the 
precepts, and the ordinances of the Law to their children.”5 This teaching 
in the life of the family was implemented in three ways: through infor-
mal participation by family members in the everyday activities and in the 
special events (such as feasts and fasts), through the parental control of 
children’s conduct, and through oral tradition passed along in the family.6

The mother began this informal education of the children by the 
way she performed household duties. Her preparation of the Sabbath 
meal, the lighting of the Sabbath lamp, the setting apart of a portion of 
the dough from the bread of the household, prayers, and various domes-
tic rites were part of the child’s development.

Fathers were expected to assume the initiative for reaching their 
children. The faithful ones considered this responsibility to be an honor. 
A father taught his child a birthday text at a very early age. This text was 
associated with the child’s name, such as a verse beginning with, ending 
with, or containing the letters of the name.

The father served as drill master for his children as they recited por-
tions of Scripture. The ability to repeat accurately the Law was consid-
ered as knowing the law. Much attention was given to memorizing and 
to reciting. To forget what had been memorized was considered as bad 
as not knowing in the first place.

4 Sherrill, 6.
5 Clarence H. Benson, A Popular History of Christian Education (Chicago: 

Moody, 1943), 16.
6 Sherrill, Rise of Christian Education, 18–20.
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The father worked patiently and earnestly to impart knowledge and 
to keep before his children the purpose of the learning. His teaching 
focused on repulsiveness of sin; on industry, honesty, sobriety, and obe-
dience as virtues; and fear of the Lord as the beginning of wisdom. 
That the faithful father felt most seriously the responsibility for teach-
ing his children, especially his sons, is illustrated by the fact that when 
a son reached the age of personal accountability under the Law (bar 
 mitzvah—son of the law), the father would stand in a public place, look 
into heaven, and beat his own breast and thank God that no longer was 
he himself responsible for the actions of the son. Until that time the 
father was responsible.

Not incidental in the family educational setting was the observance 
of the commands of the “Shema.” The frequent telling by either parent 
of stories of patriarchs, prophets, poets, patriots, and national heroes 
contributed significantly to education in the home. Further, the regular 
observances of the rituals related to the feasts and fasts, often including 
dramatic enactments of events, served to stimulate learning not only 
for children in the family, but also for parents. The latter constituted 
an indirect way of educating adults, as parents retold and interpreted, 
doubtless with new insights of their own, the facts related to these occa-
sions. Nowhere in the Bible has parental responsibility been rescinded 
regarding the teaching of children.

Prophets. Prophets were significant as unique educators in the time 
before the Exile. They proclaimed knowledge of the will of God drawn 
from events in daily affairs and from inner experiences. Predominantly 
they were forthtellers, those who spoke forth for God; less frequently 
they were foretellers, those who predicted what was to come. Often 
they were esteemed as towering individuals who served as God’s voice, 
bringing his revelation to people.

Prophets interpreted the meanings of events. They sounded ethical 
notes and declared spiritual insights that found meaning among the dis-
inherited, the victims of injustice, the sincere official, or the laborer.7 “It 
was especially their role to speak forth for God in times of degeneracy, 

7 Sherrill, 13.
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or in times of national danger. Even more significant, the prophet could 
speak of unfulfilled possibilities in one man or in a race. He could stir 
popular thought, making it reach out beyond the limitations of the sac-
rificial system. He could teach richer conceptions of the nature of God. 
And he could expand the understanding of human duty until men saw 
it was never set forth in any mere letter of the law.”8

The great Samuel, who served his nation as it became a kingdom, 
had established schools of prophets at his official posts in Ramah, 
Shiloh, Gilgal, and Mizpeh. “In this way promising young men were 
brought together to live and study under the direction of a prophet or 
teacher. Presumably they studied the law of Moses, sacred music and 
poetry. Under able and experienced teachers they would learn much 
that would enable them to go back to their respective communities as 
the harbingers of better days. Undoubtedly these schools were largely 
responsible for the improved conditions that were to come in the politi-
cal, moral and religious life of the people of Israel.”9

Some might claim that the prophets belong to the exhortative train, 
focusing only on their public preaching to describe their place in the life 
of Israel. Such could scarcely be the case. According to James D. Smart:

The prophet himself seems to have been both preacher and 
teacher. It is impossible to conceive of an Isaiah or a Jeremiah 
contenting himself with saying no more concerning God and 
his purpose with Israel than what could be expressed in those 
public utterances to the nation as a whole which are preserved 
in the collections of their prophecies. We have in their books 
only fragments of all that they had to say in their lifetime. From 
a prophet of such stature as Nathan we have only a single dra-
matic incident, preserved because of its importance in the his-
tory of David. But here and there we find hints that groups 
of disciples gathered about the great prophets. Only once are 
they mentioned by Isaiah (8:16). Jeremiah had his disciple and 
scribe, Baruch, and may well have had others who were not 

8 Sherrill, 14.
9 H. I. Hester, The Heart of Hebrew History (Nashville: Broadman, 1962), 

169.
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satisfied to hear him only on public occasions. Second Isaiah, 
with his warm personal message of encouragement to faith, 
drew about him a circle of believers. They appeared at a number 
of points in his writings. He distinguished them sharply from 
the unbelievers (50:10, 11; 57:1–3), and addressed them as “ye 
that tremble at his [God’s] word” (66:5). In circles of disciples 
such as this, the prophets exercised a teaching function. We 
see it quite distinctly with John the Baptist, who preached to 
the crowds but taught his disciples. Thus, even in the prophet, 
alongside the work of preaching stands the work of teaching, 
both of them services required of the prophet by the word of 
God which he served.10

Prophets were teachers of adults. They taught and preached that 
God’s purpose and reign extended beyond Israel and that his love 
embraced even those who had never bowed before his altars.

Priests. The priests reflected their understanding of God’s will through 
ritual, altar, and sacrifice. Their stance that those who were participat-
ing with them in the priest-led practices of worship were the people 
of God created some stimulating tensions between priest and prophet 
in the minds of Hebrew adults. Their contrasting ways set in motion 
conflicting thought processes that are seen as constructive in the edu-
cational life of the Hebrews. The tensions seemed to be felt by parents, 
even as they taught their children in the homes. As a father repeatedly 
reflected on truths of God as conveyed by prophet and by priest, he 
often had a learning experience himself that he would not have oth-
erwise had. “From the angle of education one would say that the most 
daring imagination could hardly have devised so stimulating a way for 
causing adults to learn.”11

The priest was responsible for teaching the details of the temple 
service and for teaching the Law itself. Deuteronomy 31:9–13 declares 
that Moses wrote the Law, gave it to the priests, the sons of Levi, and 
commanded that they read it to all Israel, to include men, women, 

10 Smart, Teaching Ministry, 15, 16.
11 Sherrill, Rise of Christian Education, 16.
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children, and sojourners, so that they might hear the law and learn to 
fear the Lord. In effect, priests were the public teachers for Israel.

Sages. Wise teachers were mostly unidentified figures, but they had an 
impact upon Hebrew education. Their work began before the Exile but 
climaxed in the post-exilic period.12

In the East, where there was great emphasis given to meditative 
thought, it was not unusual for a sage who had observed life keenly to 
condense his wisdom into a pithy saying—a proverb which summed up 
a view about some facet of life. Such sayings were especially suited to 
people who were accustomed to much learning by hearing. Proverbs 
became part of the legacy of each succeeding generation.

Eventually, much of the wisdom of the sages was written down and 
became a rich body of material to guide people, especially the young, in 
morals and conduct. That these truths were designed for teaching and 
remembering is evident in that often they are presented in ways to make 
them easier to teach and to remember. For example, many of the sayings 
are in a kind of free verse, in poetic form, in which the second line of the 
two-line saying is either antithetical to the first line, or progressive, or 
comparative. The Book of Proverbs has illustrations of this poetic form.

Poets. The poets of Israel, particularly the psalmists and the writers of 
certain proverbs, surely instructed by way of their writings. The reading 
of poetry, sometimes by various groups, sometimes in unison and some-
times antiphonally, must have been strikingly impressive. Many were 
sung, others were chanted. “Among the Christians .! .! . no part of the 
Old Testament has been taken more deeply into living than the Psalms. 
If the singers of Israel have taught Christians so well, surely they must 
also have left their mark upon their own people.”13 “No other poems are 
so cherished and so continuously studied and appreciated as the works 
of the singers of Israel. Many scholars hold that the poetry of the Old 

12 Howard P. Colson, “The Biblical Precedent,” in The Ministry of Religious 
Education, ed. John Sisemore (Nashville: Broadman, 1978), 16.

13 Sherrill, Rise of Christian Education, 17.
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Testament is the most significant contribution of the Hebrew people to 
the literature of the world.”14

Festivals. Feasts were celebrations of great events in the nation’s history. 
The feast of the Passover recalled the deliverance of Israel from Egypt. 
Fasts were solemn days of commemoration, generally to recall defeat, loss, 
or some other calamity. Both feasts and fasts had an educational func-
tion. This can be seen in connection with the institution of the Feast of 
the Passover: “Obey these instructions as a lasting ordinance for you and 
your descendants. When you enter the land that the Lord will give you 
as he promised, observe this ceremony. And when your children ask you, 
‘What does this ceremony mean to you?’ then tell them, ‘It is the Passover 
sacrifice to the Lord, who passed over the houses of the Israelites in 
Egypt and spared our homes when he struck down the Egyptians.’ Then 
the people bowed down and worshiped” (Exod 12:24–27).

The festival cycle included the Feast of Purim, the Feast of 
Tabernacles, the Feast of the New Year, and the Day of Atonement. 
On these public occasions, the priests instructed in an official capacity. 
Parts of the festivals were observed in the homes, where the parents 
were the teachers.

Government. Government support of religious instruction was a clearly 
expected dimension of pre-exilic education. Any king God chose to give 
to Israel was to heed this admonition: “When he takes the throne of his 
kingdom, he is to write for himself on a scroll a copy of this law, taken 
from that of the priests, who are Levites. It is to be with him, and he is 
to read it all the days of his life so that he may learn to revere the Lord 
his God and follow carefully all the words of this law and these decrees” 
(Deut 17:18–19).

Good kings, such as Jehoshaphat (2 Chr 17), Hezekiah (2 Chr 
30:22), and Josiah (2 Chr 35:2–3), were faithful in their commitment 
to religious instruction. Sherrill credits Sanday with the idea that the 
publication of the document (believed to have been the main body of 
the Book of Deuteronomy) discovered and read to all the people under 

14 Hester, Heart of Hebrew History, 301.
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Josiah’s reign is perhaps the greatest landmark in the history of Israel in 
that it marked Israel’s religion’s beginning as a religion of a book!15

!e Post-Exilic Period
The Temple at Jerusalem was destroyed and Judah went into exile in 
586 BC. The Hebrews who were not taken captive to Babylonia were 
scattered. Biblical accounts focus mainly upon those who were taken to 
Babylonia. The captivity itself was a time of great learning and of change.

The minority that chose to return to Jerusalem and to rebuild 
the Temple had learned valuable lessons and instituted significant 
changes. They were thoroughly cured of idolatry. They began to use 
smaller houses for worship and instruction because they no longer had 
a Temple. These synagogues also served as social centers. The Jews col-
lected much of their literature during the Exile. Their religion became 
more spiritual and personal. The Law of Moses took on such new sig-
nificance for them that it is said that Judaism was born in this period. 
The Jews became genuinely united in ideals and purpose. They came to 
a new understanding and appreciation of their destiny as a nation. They 
became a people with a mission.16 It seems as though what relative pros-
perity and opportunity had failed to teach them in previous centuries, 
adversity taught them in about seventy years!

Religious education received unprecedented emphasis. The most impor-
tant change to result from the Babylonian Exile was the new emphasis 
on religious education.17 Those who chose to return to Jerusalem and 
rebuild the Temple and restore their national identity were from the 
most religiously devout segment of the captives.

Family responsibility remained foremost. After the Exile, the Jewish edu-
cation system had three major dimensions: the home, the synagogue, 
and the school system (part of which related integrally to the synagogue). 
The Hebrews continued to emphasize the family as the foundational 

15 Sherrill, Rise of Christian Education, 33.
16 Hester, Heart of Hebrew History, 256ff.
17 Benson, History of Christian Education, 24.
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setting for religious instruction. Among the faithful, this emphasis on 
family responsibility has not diminished through the succeeding cen-
turies. When through oppression, calamity, and suffering the formal 
schools and the synagogues have had to be abandoned, the family has 
been the sustaining link that has strengthened and continued the faith.

Schools emerged, especially synagogue schools. The school system devel-
oped to include elementary and secondary education and, eventually, 
academies for use in advanced studies by scholars and for the higher 
education of the rabbis. Most formal education was limited to boys, 
though girls were instructed in the home and in synagogue services 
through worship and ritual. At times there was also instruction for pros-
elytes to Judaism as part of the systematic plan.

The synagogue became the main public institution in Judaism. The 
Temple had its place, but the synagogue became the center around 
which Jewish corporate life revolved. It had three major roles to serve in 
Jewish life: it was a worship center, a center for teaching and learning, 
and a social center.

The principal purpose of the synagogue was teaching and learning. 
This was so evident by the time of the “New Testament [that the words] 
‘synagogue’ and ‘teaching’ are constantly used in the same breath, as if 
everyone understood that a synagogue was a place where teaching is 
carried on.”18 The teaching was centered in the Scriptures.

The worship in the synagogue changed the emphasis from sacrifice 
to teaching. Teaching was seen as an act of worship. Sherrill stated the 
impact of this fact: “The synagogue represents, as it were, a marriage 
between worship and education, so close that thereafter genuinely reli-
gious education, whether in its Jewish or its Christian stream, cannot be 
entirely divorced from worship and still remain whole.”19 Sherrill indi-
cated that the influence of the synagogue worship service on Christian 
worship was strong, and that in early days of Christian worship, “preach-
ing was teaching .!.!. until the costly mistake of separating the two was 
made in modern times, with extreme peril to both.”20

18 Sherrill, Rise of Christian Education, 45.
19 Sherrill, 45.
20 Sherrill, 47.
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The rabbi was the synagogue teacher. The rabbi became the most impor-
tant leader in the school system in the synagogue. In some instances, 
the rabbi was also a scribe. He taught the Law, delivered addresses in 
the synagogue, and had custody of the Scriptures. Rabbi means “my 
teacher” or “my master.” One rabbi was allowed to have up to twenty-
five pupils. If the number grew to forty, an assistant was engaged. At 
fifty, a second rabbi was appointed.

The rabbi was generally held in highest esteem. Benson explains:

The honor shown to a teacher bordered on that given to God. 
To dispute with a rabbi, or to murmur against him, was as sin-
ful as to murmur against God. The Jew gave preference to his 
teacher over his father; the one gave him temporal life, the other 
eternal life. The highest and most honored profession to which 
a Jew could attain was to be a rabbi or teacher. Wealthy mer-
chants with marriageable daughters were accustomed to visit 
the schools to discover some bright student whose tuition they 
would gladly defray that they might be honored in having a rabbi 
for a son-in-law.21

Children began attending the elementary school of the synagogue 
at age five, six, or seven. Apparently the age of first admission moved 
up from the earlier age of five as the new system was improved and 
refined. The Book of Leviticus—a book of laws—was the first subject of 
instruction. There were sessions in the morning, in the afternoon, and 
sometimes at night to accustom a child to learn at any hour. Vacations 
were granted only on the afternoon before the Sabbath or a holiday, and 
on the holiday itself.

On the Sabbath the students could review lessons, but they were 
not to learn anything new. The rabbi could look to see if a pupil were 
reading from the right location on the Sabbath, during the review, but 
could not himself read the Scriptures during that time.

Pupils were to learn at least one verse or short section of Scripture 
each day. It was to be committed to memory. Also, pupils were taught 
to ask questions of the rabbi, whose responses often came as counter 

21 Benson, History of Christian Education, 25.
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questions or parables. This interlocutory method kept participation at a 
high level. The rabbi might pose a question to the students, hear their 
several answers, and then conclude by declaring which answer was most 
appropriate. Reflecting on this approach to teaching learning, one can 
easily see the naturalness of the experience of Jesus and the teachers 
in the Temple when he was there at the age of twelve. The extraordi-
nary aspects of this experience were the wise questions and answers he 
offered (Luke 2:46–47).

Education in New Testament Times
Many of the primary aspects of education operating in the Old 
Testament continued into New Testament times. With the notable 
exception of John the Baptist, there is almost no notice of the work 
of prophets in New Testament times. There is even less evidence of 
contemporary sages. Nevertheless, even their wisdom, as well as the 
great literature of the poets, and the rest of the Scriptures that com-
prised the Old Testament, served as the literary base for education in 
the New Testament.

The basic streams that made up the education of the Old Testament 
continued into the New Testament: the family, the system of schools, 
and the synagogue. This section highlights the place of education—
teaching and learning—in the life and ministry of Jesus and Paul.

Education in the Ministry of Jesus
Jesus demonstrated by every essential indicator that he was the master 
teacher. He had the most important concepts of life and eternity as his 
subject matter. He excluded no one from the concern of his teachings. 
And he was the master of the skills of teaching.

He sometimes preached, always with great and unmatched power 
and skill. He sometimes healed, and the impact of these occasions 
uniquely underscored and magnified the power of God. More rarely, 
he raised individuals from the dead, but these extensions of physical 
life were not his main mission. Almost always, in the biblical record, he 
taught. Preaching, teaching, raising from the dead, and healing were 
important enough for him to take up his time doing them. Although 
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contemporary Christians do not have power to restore physical life to 
the physically dead, there are contemporary ministries of preaching, 
teaching, and healing that Christians share with him in the redemp-
tive enterprise.

It serves nothing to exalt one of the ministry methods of Jesus above 
others. He belongs to no function or method of the church to the exclu-
sion of any other. The preacher cannot identify his role with the role 
Jesus filled and fills as head of the church. Those in healing ministries 
(and here we refer to ministers such as Christian medical care) can-
not assume authority over others because they identify with Jesus as a 
healer. Neither can those who teach set themselves over others, even 
though the evidence of the biblical record shows Jesus preponderantly 
used the teaching approach in his ministry.

We point out some of the evidence that Jesus made extensive use 
of education in his ministry in order to encourage others to see its great 
potential for extending the gospel. This potential has only begun to be 
acknowledged and used to share the gospel with the world (that por-
tion of society that does not order its life around Jesus and his way). 
Each dimension of Christian ministry has its rightful place as a way of 
functioning in the work of the church, and all are to be subordinated to 
Christ, the head of the body, and used harmoniously and with mutual 
respect in the redemptive enterprise.

Jesus considered himself a teacher. Most of his recorded contacts were 
with individuals or small groups whom he was teaching. Only occasion-
ally did he address crowds, as in the Sermon on the Mount. (Notice 
in Matt 5:1 that even here “he sat down”; and in 5:2, “began to teach 
them saying”; and in 7:28–29, “the crowds were amazed at his teaching, 
because he taught as one who had authority, and not as their teachers of 
the law.”) Jesus forthrightly acknowledged that he was a teacher when 
he said to his disciples (his pupils), “You call me ‘Teacher’ and ‘Lord,’ and 
rightly so, for that is what I am” (John 13:13).

Friends, followers, and foes considered Jesus a teacher. They addressed him 
as teacher, and he permitted them to do so. He seemed to welcome the 
title. “Of the ninety times our Lord was addressed in the Gospel record, 
sixty times He was called rabbi or teacher. Only rarely did His disciples 
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address the Lord by any other title.”22 His disciples called him teacher 
(as in Luke 11:1 and Mark 4:38). Nicodemus called him teacher in John 
3. So did the rich young ruler in Matthew 19. Even the accusing scribes, 
Pharisees, and the Herodians addressed him as teacher (Matt 22:24; 
Mark 9:17; 12:13–14, 32; Luke 12:13; 19:39).

Jesus taught masterfully. This fact further attests to the emphasis he 
placed upon teaching. His knowledge of Scriptures, his ability to extend 
the teachings of Scriptures to their deeper and more significant mean-
ings, his personality for teaching, his ability to relate to his learners, his 
capacity to communicate, his living demonstration of the lofty spiritual 
and moral concepts he taught, his grasp of essential elements of teach-
ing theory, his effectiveness in the lives of his disciples, all support the 
claim that he was the master teacher.

Jesus commissioned followers—then and now—to teach. The Great 
Commission (Matt 28:18–20) is a commission to make disciples— 
professed followers who receive instruction—of all nations, to baptize 
them, and to teach them to observe all Jesus commanded. He bracketed 
that commission with his assertion that he has all authority and that he 
will be with his disciples always. That his followers of that time took his 
commission seriously can be seen in the developments recorded in Acts 
(see especially Acts 5:17–21, 40–42; 11:19–26). It surely is not inciden-
tal that following the year of teaching by Barnabas and Saul at Antioch 
the disciples were for the first time called Christians. The most effec-
tive disciples of all the ages since the New Testament period, including 
today, have been those who have continued faithfully to carry out this 
commission. It is at its heart an educational strategy for communicating 
the gospel.

Education in the Ministry of Paul
The other prime illustration of the place and importance of education 
in New Testament times is the apostle Paul. Paul stands second in 

22 Benson, 31. For more detailed explanation, see Sherrill, Rise of Christian 
Education, 83–89.
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greatness as a teacher only to Jesus, the master teacher. Of the follow-
ers of Jesus, he has been the most influential.

Paul was educationally advantaged from birth. Although Paul did not 
study directly with Jesus, he was uniquely suited to teach. He was born 
a Roman citizen, in Tarsus. The scholarly reputation of that city was 
such that, when Paul was arrested in Jerusalem and the tribune asked 
him if he knew Greek, he had only to respond, “I am a Jew, from Tarsus 
in Cilicia, a citizen of no ordinary city” (Acts 21:39). The soldier then 
knew he was dealing with a learned person.

Paul had a superior education. Paul declared, “under Gamaliel I was 
thoroughly trained in the law of our fathers” (Acts 22:3). Though a 
Roman citizen, Paul was a Jew—a member of a nation noted for its 
strong emphasis on education. Moreover, he had studied at the feet of 
Gamaliel, one of the greatest teachers of the day. Perhaps Paul (then 
Saul) was the prize pupil of Gamaliel and was in line to succeed the great 
teacher until the time of Paul’s conversion on the road to Damascus. He 
had received the best education Judaism could offer, and he had been 
one of its most promising scholars.

Paul was perceived as a teacher. Paul felt some need to assert his claim 
and to advocate his right to apostleship, apparently because some were 
not easily convinced of the validity of his apostleship. But none con-
tested his claim that he was a teacher. Even those who clamored for his 
arrest accused him of teaching (for example, see Acts 21:28).

Paul’s teaching was effective. This is apparent early in his ministry from 
the account in Acts 11:19–26. The church at Jerusalem sent Barnabas to 
Antioch of Syria to inspect the unprecedented responses of Greeks to the 
gospel. Barnabas was pleased with the situation he found. He exhorted 
Christians there to remain faithful to the Lord with steadfast purpose. 
Later he went to Tarsus, found Saul, and brought him to Antioch. “So 
for a whole year Barnabas and Saul met with the church and taught great 
numbers of people. The disciples were called Christians first at Antioch” 
(v. 26b). They established an educational ministry! And the ministry was 
effective to the extent that they were called Christians, apparently by 
those outside the church and probably not as a label of commendation.
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Paul taught in the synagogues. Paul was received in the educational insti-
tution, the synagogue, to teach in the early days of his missionary trav-
els. He would enter a community, go to the synagogue, and attempt by 
teaching to show the Jewish people how Jesus was the fulfillment of 
their hopes, their prophecies, and their Scriptures. Acts 13:14–52 and 
17:1–3, 10–12 are among the passages that illustrate his approach. Later 
he changed his strategy to concentrate on carrying the gospel to Gentiles.

Paul taught wherever and whomever he could. Paul taught in various 
places—homes, marketplaces, courthouses, prisons, and by the riv-
ersides. He taught Hebrews, Greeks, Romans, slaves, friends, ene-
mies, strangers, and rulers. Preach he did. But he also introduced and 
explained the gospel through teaching.

Paul used various methods to teach. He used discourse and discussion 
(see Act 13:14–52). Even in his writings he was teaching—to instruct, 
to correct, to persuade. His letter to the Romans is a kind of discussion 
like he might have carried on orally with the Romans had he been with 
them. “Every one of his epistles was a teaching document, intended for 
the instruction of his converts.”23

Paul admonished pastors to teach. Paul explicitly required that anyone 
who aspired to the office of bishop (comparable to our pastors) “must be 
.!.!. able to teach” (1 Tim 3:2). He wrote his pupil in ministry, Timothy, 
instructing him to follow the pattern of the sound words he had heard 
from Paul, and to guard the truth (2 Tim 1:13–14). He wrote, “And 
the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses 
entrust to reliable men who will also be qualified to teach others” (2 Tim 
2:2). Again, he stated that “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful 
for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that 
the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work” (2 
Tim. 3:16–17). “Preach the Word; be prepared in season and out of 
season; correct, rebuke and encourage—with great patience and careful 
instruction” (2 Tim 4:2). 

23 Howard P. Colson and Raymond M. Rigdon, Understanding Your Church’s 
Curriculum, rev. ed. (Nashville: Broadman, 1981), 17.
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Paul taught faithfully throughout his ministry. Paul was faithful in his 
practice of what he advocated. In his last reference to Paul’s confine-
ment in Rome, Luke wrote: “For two whole years Paul stayed there in 
his own rented house and welcomed all who came to see him. Boldly 
and without hindrance he preached the kingdom of God and taught 
about the Lord Jesus Christ” (Acts 28:30–31). Paul believed in educa-
tion. He advocated it for others. He modeled his convictions!

Conclusion
Education is an essential part of the ministry of a church. Church lead-
ers stand on solid biblical precedent when they attempt to maximize 
the possibilities of extending the gospel and developing persons through 
good Christian education. Any who would slight or avoid responsibility 
for giving appropriate leadership to the educational ministry of a church 
are on shaky footing, to the point of being unbiblical.

Those who would heed biblical precedent, and who would look to 
the ministries of Jesus or of Paul for guidance in ministry, must have in 
their own ministry a major place for education. A church whose mem-
bers would likewise learn from these must do the same.

Concerns for Further Study
Consider these questions as you continue to reflect on the meaning of 
the biblical precedent for education:

1. What are the implications for our time of the biblical responsi-
bility of parents for educating children: (1) to parents, (2) to a 
church, (3) to ministers, and (4) to others?

2. What could be done to help ministers and church leaders 
appropriately maximize the potential of education in the work 
of a church?

3. What importance are you willing to give education in your min-
istry? How do you justify the importance you are willing to give?


